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Bike, Scooter, and Chopper Projects for the Evil GeniusMcGraw-Hill, 2008
Greetings! Glad that you decided to take an interest in the best hobby you will ever know! Maybe you are already a seasoned garage hacker and have decided to build a few of the projects from this book, adding your own special modifications, of course. Or, maybe you have never thought about taking an angle grinder to a working bicycle, chopping it...
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Out of the Inner Circle: A Hacker's Guide to Computer SecurityMicrosoft Press, 1985

	This book tells you about many of the experiences and stories that were part of my life as a sixteen-year-old hacker. I've tried where possible to make references general, rather than specific, to avoid giving you the impression that a particular hacking approach or technique always works on a single type or class of computer system....
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Halting the Hacker: A Practical Guide to Computer Security (With CD-ROM)Prentice Hall, 2002
Halting the Hacker: A Practical Guide to Computer  Security, Second Edition combines unique insight into the mind of the  hacker with practical, step-by-step countermeasures for protecting any HP-UX,  Linux, or UNIX system. Fully updated for today's key threats, tools, and  solutions, this book shows you how hackers...
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Machine Learning for Email: Spam Filtering and Priority InboxO'Reilly, 2011

	
	
		To explain the perspective from which this book was written, it will be helpful to define
	
		the terms machine learning and hackers.
	


	
		What is machine learning? At the highest level of abstraction, we can think of machine
	
		learning as a set of tools and methods that attempt to infer patterns and extract...
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Practical Information Security Management: A Complete Guide to Planning and ImplementationApress, 2016

	Create appropriate, security-focused business propositions that consider the balance between cost, risk, and usability, while starting your journey to become an information security manager. Covering a wealth of information that explains exactly how the industry works today, this book focuses on how you can set up an effective information...
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Firefox HacksO'Reilly, 2005
Firefox Hacks is ideal for power  users who want to maximize the effectiveness of Firefox, the next-generation web  browser that is quickly gaining in popularity. This highly-focused book offers  all the valuable tips and tools you need to enjoy a superior and safer browsing  experience. Learn how...
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iPhone SDK Application Development: Building Applications for the AppStoreO'Reilly, 2009
This practical book offers the knowledge and code you need to create cutting-edge mobile applications and games for the iPhone and iPod Touch, using Apple's iPhone SDK. iPhone SDK Application Development introduces you to this development paradigm and the Objective-C language it uses with numerous examples, and also walks you through the many SDK...
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Applied Network SecurityPackt Publishing, 2017

	Master the art of detecting and averting advanced network security attacks and techniques


	About This Book

	
		Deep dive into the advanced network security attacks and techniques by leveraging tools such as Kali Linux 2, MetaSploit, Nmap, and Wireshark
	
		Become an expert in cracking WiFi...
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Network Perimeter Security:  Building Defense In-DepthAuerbach Publications, 2003
This comprehensive text reveals how you can evaluate the security needs of your network, develop a security policy for your company, and create a budget based upon that policy.

Today's network administrators are fully aware of the importance of security; unfortunately, they have neither the time nor the resources to be full-time InfoSec...
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Defense against the Black Arts: How Hackers Do What They Do and How to Protect against ItCRC Press, 2011

	As technology has developed, computer hackers have become increasingly sophisticated, mastering the ability to hack into even the most impenetrable systems. The best way to secure a system is to understand the tools hackers use and know how to circumvent them. Defense against the Black Arts: How Hackers Do What They Do and How to...
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Fatal System Error: The Hunt for the New Crime Lords Who are Bringing Down the InternetPublicAffairs, 2010

	
		WHEN I FIRST MET BARRETT LYON in 2004, I was covering Internet security for the Los Angeles Times from an office in San Francisco. His story was so good—and met a journalistic need so deep—that I had a hard time believing it was true.

	
		For more than a year, I had been grappling with an onslaught of urgent but...
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Hardening Windows, Second EditionApress, 2005
Hardening is the process of protecting a system against unknown threats.  System administrators harden against that which they think could be a threat. Administrators know the Internet is a hostile environment. Although they can't tell, for example, that a hacker will attempt to gain access to the SQL server next Tuesday, they can bet...
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